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ON A VARIANT OF KAZHDAN^S PROPERTY (T)
FOR SUBGROUPS OF SEMISIMPLE GROUPS
by M. B. BEKKA and N. LOUVET

1. Introduction and statement of the results.
Lubotzky and Zimmer considered in [LuZ] the following variant of
Kazhdan's property (T) for a locally compact group G. Let 7^ be a
set of equivalence classes of unitary representations of G containing the
trivial one dimensional representation IG. Throughout this paper, all group
representations will be assumed to be unitary and strongly continuous
representations in non zero Hilbert spaces. The group G is said to have
property (T; 7^) if IG is isolated in 7^. For U = G, the unitary dual of
G, this is just the celebrated Kazhdan's property (T) (see [HaV] for an
account on this property).
There are interesting examples of (discrete) groups that are not
Kazhdan groups and that satisfy property (T; K) for some natural classes
of representations K. For instance, SL(2,7L) has property (T; K) for the
set K of all irreducible representations of 5'L(2,2Z) that factorize through
a quotient by a congruence subgroup of 5'L(2,Z). Another interesting
example is the group 5L(2, Z[l/p]) which has the property (T; 7^), K being
the set of all finite dimensional representations of5'L(2, ZZ[l/p]) (see [LuZ]).
Such isolation properties allow for instance the construction of expanders
graphs (see [Lub]).
In [LuZ], other examples were discovered. They occur as follows. Let
r be a lattice in the direct product G\ x G^ of two groups. Assume that F
projects densely on Gi and that G^ has property (T). Then F has (T; U)
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for the set "R, of all finite dimensional representations of r (see below for
some concrete examples of such F).
In this paper, we shall generalize the results in [LuZ]. It is interesting
to note that our methods are elementary.
We fix, once and for all, a locally compact group G and we let H be
a closed (not necessarily discrete) subgroup of G and N a closed normal
subgroup of G. Throughout this paper, we shall make the following two
assumptions:
(I) HN is dense in G, and
(II) the homogeneous space G / H has a finite invariant measure.
Denoting by p the canonical projection G —> G / N , assumption (I)
says that p(H) is dense in G / N . If TT is an irreducible representation of
G / N , it is clear that (TT o p) I is an irreducible representation of H and
that TT is determined (up to unitary equivalence) by (TT op) I So, we may
view G/N as a subset of H. Our main result states that if an irreducible
representation TT of H is sufficiently close to the trivial representation IH
and if N has property (T), then TT is in G / N .
More precisely, the following holds:
THEOREM A. — Let G, H, and N satisfy the above assumptions (I)
and (II). Assume moreover that N has Kazhdan's property (T). Let U be
a neighbourhood oflc/N m G / N . Then the set of all (?r °p)|jp TT 6 U, is
a neighbourhood of IH m H.
In other words, H has property (T; 7^) with % the set of all irreducible
representations of H that do not factorize through G/N together with I H '
Of course, in case G has Kazhdan's property (T), then taking N = G shows
that Theorem A is a generalization of the fact that property (T) is inherited
by subgroups of cofinite volume, (see [HaV, Chapter 3, Theorem 4]).
Theorem A is a rigidity result in the following sense. It says that
any irreducible representation of H that is sufficiently close to the trivial
representation IH extends to a representation of G. One may speculate
whether this is always true for irreducible lattices in a (nontrivial) product
of, say, simple Lie groups. Recall that the only simple Lie groups without
property (T) are the ones that are locally isomorphic to S0(n, 1) or
SU(n,l).
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Let FD denote the subset of H consisting of the finite dimensional
representations. Recall that a group G is called minimally almost periodic
if IG? is the unique finite dimensional unitary irreducible representation of
G. An immediate consequence of Theorem A is the following corollary, also
noticed in [LuZ].
COROLLARY. — If G/N is minimally almost periodic then H has
property (T,FD).
Our Theorem A improves and makes more precise Theorem 2.2 in
[LuZ] where the following was shown. Under the additional assumption
that G is a direct product M x N , H has property (T; %) where 7^ is the
set of all TT € H such that, for all k ^ 1, no nontrivial subrepresentation of
the symmetric power 5^(71') factorize through p : H —^ M. Of course, this
is sufficient in order to deduce the corollary above.
Our proof of Theorem A is elementary. It is based on the following
extension result which may be of independent interest.
LEMMA 1. — Let G, H, and N satisfy the above assumptions (I)
and (II). Let TV be a unitary representation of H. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) TT contains a subrepresentation that factorizes through the canonical
projection p : G —^ G/N i.e. there exists a representation a of G/N so that
TT contains (o- °p)\fj (ii) The induced representation Ind^TT contains a non zero N-invariant
vector.
For a representation TT of a locally compact group ft, let H1 (ff, TI") be
the first cohomology group of H with coefficients in TT (see [Gul, Gu2]). It
is well known that H1 (^f, TI-) = 0 for any TT if (and only if) the group H has
Kazhdan's property (T) (see [HaV, Chapter 4, Theorem 7]).
Vershik and Karpushev [VeK, Theorem 2] showed that ifH^Jf, TI-) 7^ 0
for some irreducible representation TT, then TT is infinitesimally small, that
is, there exists a net TTn in H such that ImiTi-n = IH and liniTi-n = TT. This
result has been conjectured by Guichardet [Gu2] and some partial results
were previously obtained by Delorme [Del].
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Using Theorem A and Vershik and Karpushev^s result, we give an
elementary proof of the following theorem, proved in [LuZ, Theorem 3.1]
in the product case G = M x N (see also [BoW]).
THEOREM B. — Let G, H and N be as in Theorem A and assume G/N
is minimally almost periodic. Then, for any finite dimensional irreducible
unitary representation TT of H, we have
B.\H,7r)=0.

Here are some examples of groups H to which the above results
apply. It seems that the only interesting examples occur when G is locally
isomorphic to a product M x N and H is a lattice in G.
(1) As it is well known, H = 5L(n, Q) is, via diagonal embedding, a lattice
in
SL(n,A) = SL(n, IR) x 5L(n,Ay),
where A is the ring of adeles of Q and Ay the subring of finite adeles. By
the Strong Approximation Theorem (see, e. g., [Hum], 14.3), SL(n, Q)
is dense in 5L(n,Ay). The dual space of SL(n,A) is, as a topological
space, a restricted product of the dual spaces of the factors SL(n^ Qp),
p e P = {primes in IN} U {00} (see [Gu2, Corollary 11]). When n ^ 3,
5L(n, IR) has property (T) and Theorem A gives a neat description
of the topology in the neighborhood of l^n,^)'
The above can be generalized to H = G(Q), the rational points of a
connected simple algebraic group G defined over (R. The group G((R)
is a lattice in
G(A) = G(IR) x G(Ay),
and when G is simply connected and G(IR) is non compact, it projects
densely into G(Ay) (see [Bor, 5.6.Theorem] and [Mar, Chap. II, (6.8)
Theorem]).
(2) Let G = S0(q) be the subgroup of SL(n-{-1) preserving the quadratic
form q{x) = E ^? - ^+r
i=l

For

^ ^ 2, the group G(IR) ^ S0(n, 1)

has real rank one. If p = 1 (mod 4), the equation x2 + 1 = 0 has a
solution in Q . This implies that the (Rp-rank of G(Qp) is at least two
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and G((Qp) has Kazhdan's property. H = G(ZZ [1/p]) is an irreducible
lattice in G(IR) x G(Qp).
Note that in case n ^ 4 the equation a;2 + 2/2 + 1 = 0 has a solution in
(Qp for any prime p, and the Qp-rank of G(Qp) is at least two.
(3) For n ^ 2, let q be the quadratic form
q(x) = x\ + ... + x2, - x^ + V^x^.
Let /C be the number field (^(v^), and let 0 = 2Z[\/2] be the ring
of integers of 1C. Let G be the subgroup of SL(n 4- 2) preserving the
form q. Then G is defined over /C, the group G(IR) is isomorphic to
SO (n +1,1) and the real rank of G(IR) is one.
Now, let a be the automorphism of /C with cr(\/2) = —\/2 and denote
by G7 the subgroup of SL(n +2) preserving the form
^{X) = X\ + . . . + X2, - X2^ - V^+2-

Then G^IR) ^ S0(n, 2) has property (T) as it has real rank 2. Take
H = G(0). Embedded in G^IR) x G(IR) by means of
G(0) ^ G<7(IR) x G(IR)
9-^{g^9^
G(0) an irreducible lattice in this product .
It is a pleasure to thank M. Mayer for a careful reading of a first
version of this paper.
2. Proof of Theorem A.
Recall the following formula, valid for any representations a of G and
TT of a closed subgroup ft,
Ind^(cr| (g) 7r) ^ a 0 Ind^TT,
(see, e.g., [Fel, Lemma 4.2]).
Proof of Lemma 1. — Suppose the representation TT of H contains a
subrepresentation of the form
^°P)\H
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where a is a representation of G/W, and p denote the canonical projection
of G onto G / N .
Then the induced Ind^TT contains the representation
Indg((aop)|^) =(aop)0lndglj,.
Since G / H carries a finite invariant measure, Ind^lj^ has invariant vectors.
Therefore, Ind^TT contains the representation a o p. Restricting to N gives
condition (ii) of the lemma.
The proof of the converse is much more involved. Let TT be a representation of H, with space 7-^, such that Ind^Tr has a TV-invariant vector
$ of norm one, that is, a measurable map
$ : G -. H^
such that
(1) for all h C H, ^(xh) = 7r(/i-1) • ^(x) for almost all xeG,
(2) for all n € N, ^(n^x) = ^(x) for almost all x € G,
(3)

/
\\^x)fdx=l
JG/H
where x = xH and dx denotes the G-invariant measure on G / H .
Let p denote the induced representation Ind^TT with space T-ip. Using
a well known smoothing procedure, we are going to construct a continuous
Ay-invariant vector in T-ip as follows. For every compact neighbourhood U
of the identity in G, fix a continuous non negative function (pu on G with
support in U and f^ ^u(g}dg = 1.
Consider the map
$£/ : G ^ U^
defined by
M^) = / ^(xg^g-^dg.
JG

Then the following holds:
(a) ^u is continuous on G.
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To see this, observe first that the function
G-IR,

^||^)||

is integrable over any compact subset K of G. Indeed, let the left
Haar measure dh on H be so normalized that dg = dhdg holds. Then,
denoting by \K the characteristic function of K^ one has
/ 1 1 ^ ) 1 1 ^ = / 11^)11 XK{g)dg
JK
JG

= t
( ! \\W\\ XK(gh)dh)dg
/
JG/H ^JH
= /
11^)11 v( I XK(gh)dh)dg
/
JG/H
JH
= I
11^)11 ^(Hng^K^
JG/H
where /^(Jfn^"1^) denotes the H -measure ofHng^K and depends
only on g. Observe that H H g~^K is non empty if and only if g = k
for some k in K. Hence, ^(Hng^K) ^ p.H^H^K-^K). Note that
^H^H^K^K) < oo since H ^ K ' ^ K is compact. Thus, by CauchySchwarz inequality,
/ ||^)||^ ^^(HnK-1^ (
\\H{g)\\dg
JK
JG/H
,_____/.
\1/2
<.^lH(HnK- K)^yo[(G/^^)^ /
\\^g)fdg]
\JG/H
)
l

< oo.

Now, fix a compact neighbourhood V of the group unit e of G, let x
be in G and y in Vx. Denote by K the compact set a;"1^ U V^U).
Since the support of (pu is contained in E7, one has
IM^) - W\\ ^ ! \\w{xg)d(g-1) - wQ/^-1)!! dg
JG
= I

A^- 1 ))^^- 1 )-^^- 1 )! ||^)|| dg

Jx^tUW-'^U)

^supA^- 1 )!^^- 1 )-^^- 1 )! / \\^(g)\\dg,
ge-K
JK
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where A denotes the modular function on (?. Let e > 0. As ^pu
is uniformly continuous, there exists some neighbourhood W of e
contained in V such that

\w(g) -w(^g)\ <e
for all z in W and all g in G. Hence, for all y in Wx
\\fiu{x)-du{y)\\^Ce^
where C = sup ^\(g~1) f^ \\^{g)\\ dg is a constant depending only on
g^-K
a:, C/, and V. Thus, ^ is continuous.
(b) $[/ belongs to the space T~ip of the induced representation p = Ind^TT.
Indeed, let x m G and /i in H. According to (1) above, for almost all
9^G,
^- l ^)=7^(^- l ).^- l ^)
and hence
^u(xh) = / wW^g^x^dg
JG

= I w(gMh~l)'^g~lx)dg
JG

= 7r(/i-1). / w{gmg~lx)dg
JG
=7r(/i- 1 ).^^).
Moreover,

\{fiu(x)^u(x))\^ ( ( ^{gMg^^g-'x^^x^dgdg'
JG JG

^ I [ W(g^u(g') ||^-^)|| W-'x^dgdg^
JGJG

and hence, using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the space L^G/Tif),
ll^ll 2 ^ / W{g) I W(g1) I
||^-^)|| W^^ dxdgdg'
JG
JG
JG/H

^ I ^u(g) I ^(g'WgWWWgd^
JG
JG
^ ( t w{g)\\p{gWg\ =||$||2.
\JG
)
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(c) ^u is TV-invariant in Hp.
Indeed, for n € TV, x € G and rj G T-tp
\
{^u(rix),r]{x))dx
JG/H
= /
( / W^^g^n^dg.^x^dx
/
J G / H VG
= / W(9)(v I
(^-^-'^^(x^dx^dg
/
JG
JG/H

= / w(g)(v / {p(g)p(g~ln~lg)^x),ri(x)}dx}dg
/
JG
JG/H
= I W{g)(v I

JG

=

JG/H

{p(gmx))^(x))dx)dg
/

/ wW^g^^.^x^dxdg
J/ G / H JG
JG

{^u{x),rf[x)
= II
(W^rj(x)}dx
JI G / H
as TV is a normal subgroup and $ is TV-invariant.
(d) ^u is non zero, for U sufficiently small. This is clear since \\^u ~ $|| —^ 0
when U —»- {e}.
Now, for any ci,..., Cn e C, ^ i , . . . , Qn € G , k € TV, /i € H, using the
continuity of $£/? we have
^Ci^u{gihk) =^Ci^u{{gih)k(gih) lgih)
t=i
i=l
i=l
n

=Y,Cip({gih)k(gih)-l)^(gih)
n
=^Ci^u(gih)

and
7i

n

n

^^uW = ^h-1)^^) = ;[>^(ft)
»=i
1=1
»=!
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Therefore, by density of HN in G and, again, by continuity of $[/,
n

II

|| n

^c^u(gig)\\ == D^A/^)
i=l

i=l

for all g in G.
Let W^r be the (non zero) closed subspace of H^ generated by $[/(G).
Then, for any g in G,

w.^vv,
n

n

^Ci^u(gi) ^^Ci^u(gi9~1)
i=l

i=l

is a unitary operator depending only on the class of g in G / N . This defines
a unitary representation a of G/7V. As ^u is continuous, a is continuous.
Since
<r op(h) du(g) = fiu{gh-1) = TT(/I) ^(<7),
it is clear that
a op(h) = 7r(h)
on WTT, for all h m H.

n

We shall need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. — Let G, N and H be as in Lemma 1. Let p be the
quasi-regular representation ofG on I? { G / H ) . The N-invariant functions
in ^(G/H) are constant.
Proof. — Lemma 2 amounts to saying that the action of N (by left
multiplication) on the homogeneous space G/H is ergodic. By Moore's
duality theorem, ergodicity of the TV-action on G/H is equivalent to
ergodicity of the action of H on G/N by left multiplication (see [Zim,
Corollary 2. 2. 3]). Density of HN in G implies that the subgroup p{H)
is dense in the group G/7V, and this is equivalent with ergodicity of the
action of H on G/N (see [Zim, Lemma 2. 2. 13]).
n
We shall frequently use Fell's inner hull-kernel topology on the set
Rep(G) of all equivalence classes of unitary representations of a locally
compact group G. This topology is defined as follows. For TT in Rep(G),
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e > 0, a compact subset K of (7, and positive definite functions < / ? i , . . . , (pn
associated with TT, let W(^i,..., <^n; K\ e\ 7r) be the set of all p in Rep(G)
such that there exists ^i,..., ^, each of which is a sum of positive definite
functions associated with p, for which
\(pi(x) - ^i(x)\ < e

Vz==l,...,n

Va; € K.

The subsets VT(^i,... ,y?n;-ftr;£;7r) form a basis of neighbourhoods of TT
(see [Fel, Section 2]). This topology may also be described in terms of weak
containment. Recall that TT is weakly contained in a set S of representations
of G if every positive definite function associated with TT is the limit,
uniformly on compact subsets of G, of sums of positive definite functions
associated with representations from S. It is clear that a net TTyi of unitary
representations of G converges to TT if and only if, for every subnet TTn' of
TTn, TT is weakly contained in the set {TTyi/}. Restricted to G, this is just the
usual Fell-Jacobson topology on G (see also [Dix, Chap. 18]). We are now
in position to prove Theorem A.
Proof of Theorem A. — Let TT^ be a net of irreducible representations
of H converging to Ijf in H. Then, by continuity of inducing (see [Fel,
Theorem 4.1]),
Indg^ -^ Indgljf
in Rep(G). Since H has finite covolume, IG is contained in Ind^ljf and
this implies
Indg^ ^ IG.
As N has Kazhdan's property, we may assume that Ind^TTyi has TV-invariant
vectors for all n. Hence, by Lemma 1, there are (irreducible) representations
On of G/N such that TT^ = (cr^ °p)|^ where p : G —> G/N is the canonical
projection. The proof will be finished if we show that
anop-^ IG
inG.
Since H has finite covolume, one has
(*) Ind^TTn = Indg (an o p) | ^ = (an o p) 0 p = (o-n o ?) C ((cr^ o p) (g) p°),
where p = Ind^ and p° is the restriction of p to the orthogonal of the
constants in L^G/TV).
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Now, the restriction to N of (an op) <g) p° is a multiple of p°|^. Since
N has property (T), Lemma 2 above implies that p°|^. does not weakly
contain the trivial representation I N . So, (<7n op) (g) p° cannot converge to
IG.AS
Ind^TTn -> IG,
we conclude from (*) that
Onop-^ IG.

3. Proof of Theorem B.
The finite dimensional representation TT decomposes as a finite sum
n
7T=^7I-i
t=l

of irreducible subrepresentations Tr,. Since, in an obvious way,
H^TOS^H1^,^),
1=1

we may assume that TT is irreducible.
We first deal with the case where TT is the trivial representation InThen, H1 (H, 7r) is the group of all (continuous) homomorphisms from H
to the additive group of the complex numbers C. Let [JFf, H] denote the
closure of the commutator subgroup of H. The corollary to Theorem A
implies that the dual group of the abelian group H / [ H , H} is discrete, since
the trivial character is isolated. So, by duality theory, H / [ H , H} is compact.
Hence, H^ff,!^)^.
Suppose now that TT 7^ IH and assume, by contradiction, that
H^TT^O.

Then, by Vershik-Karpushev theorem (see [VeK, Theorem 2]) there exists
a net TTn in H such that
^n —^

7r

^d

TTyi —> lfj.

By Theorem A, we may assume that TT^ = (an ° P}\n ^OT irreducible
representations On of G / N .
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Let TT denote the conjugate representation of TT. Then, by continuity
oftensoring (see [Fe2, Theorem 1]),
TTyi (g) 7T —^ 7T 0 7T.

Hence,
(<Tn 0 p) (g) Ind^TT = Ind^TI-n 0 71-) —^ Ind^TT (g) 7T).

Restricting to JV, this implies that Ind^7r|^. weakly contains the representation Ind^ (TT 0 7r) | ^..
Since TT is finite dimensional, it is well known that TT 0 TT has an
invariant vector. Therefore, as H has finite covolume, Ind^Tr),,. weakly
contains I N ' We conclude that Ind^TT has AT-invariant vectors. But then,
Lemma 1 implies that TT factorizes to a representation a of G / N , thus,
TT == (<T op)]^. As G / N is minimally almost periodic, this forces a == IG/N
and hence TT == Ijf, a contradiction,
n
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